The daily menu in times of pandemic for individuals with anxiety and depression
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Abstract: The Covid-19 pandemic brought to light food and nutrition vulnerabilities in society, which were aggravated by the effects of social isolation and other measures to contain coronavirus spread in people’s lives. This study explores how individuals with mental disorders are reacting to this pandemic time, focusing in the context of their eating habits. For that, nineteen in-depth interviews were conducted with people previously diagnosed with depression and/or anxiety. We found out that the pandemic affected food and nutrition security for the participants, once it has acted as a trigger activating vulnerabilities that make this part of society more susceptible to negative changes in eating habits. They are consuming unhealthy food, and experiencing binge, emotional eating and weight change. Also, financial problems, unemployment, and the rise of food prices were worsened by the pandemic, causing food access difficulties for some participants. Suggestions for policymakers were highlighted on the conclusion.
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Resumo: A pandemia da Covid-19 trouxe à luz vulnerabilidades alimentares e nutricionais na sociedade, agravadas pelos efeitos do isolamento social e outras medidas para conter a disseminação do coronavírus na vida das pessoas. Este estudo explora como indivíduos com transtornos mentais estão reagindo à pandemia, focando no contexto de seus hábitos alimentares. Para tanto, foram realizadas dezenove entrevistas em profundidade com pessoas previamente diagnosticadas com depressão e/ou ansiedade. Verificamos que a pandemia afetou a segurança alimentar e nutricional dos participantes, uma vez que atuou como gatilho ativando vulnerabilidades que tornam esta parte da sociedade mais suscetível a mudanças negativas nos hábitos alimentares. Eles estão consumindo alimentos não saudáveis e experienciando compulsão alimentar e mudança de peso. Além disso, problemas financeiros, desemprego e aumento dos preços dos alimentos...
Introduction

In early 2020, Covid-19 infection was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO). In an effort to delay the spread of the virus around the world, social distancing measures were implemented, to reduce the physical contact between people. Entire collective activities and facilities closed their doors and people were advised and often obligated to stay in their homes. Despite the need for public health actions, they can make people feel isolated and lonely and can increase stress and anxiety. Furthermore, fear and anxiety about a new disease and what could happen can be overwhelming and cause strong emotions in individuals of all ages. (CDC, 2020).

Some governments applied drastic measures, such as borders restrictions and lockdowns, which affected food supply chains...
globally and locally. Despite the fact that commodities weren’t heavily affected yet, a disruption of supply chain due to problems with food transport and falling consumer demand caused by severe loss of farmers’ production to occur, especially in family farms. Consequently, access to fresh and minimally processed food has been reduced, prices have risen in basic food products. Although supermarket chains have been succeeding in offering products to a part of the population, a great percentage of people are struggling with unemployment, loss of income and the rise of food costs. (UN, 2020).

The pandemic revealed systemic vulnerabilities in our society (CROCKETT; GRIER, 2020; BUBLITZ et al., 2020). In scenarios like this, it makes sense for governments to promote an expanded social safety net, to various portions of the population. However, in Brazil, the political elite sustains a counter-reform characterized by capital priority, and the depreciation of social protection and public funds. Among the rights attacked by capital interests, there is the human right to adequate food (SOUZA; SOARES, 2019). Previous actions taken under the food and nutrition security agenda, added to a political inertia and negligence to combat the virus, are impacting on which foods, how much food, and when people can buy food. It leads a part of population to access and consume majorly ultra-processed food, to the detriment of socially referenced foods. (SILVA FILHO; GOMES JÚNIOR, 2020).

The facts show that this pandemic context impacts on food and nutrition security of the population. According to Nordin, Boyle and Kemmer (2013), food and nutrition security involves the regular access of food in quantity and quality. It may be due to the long history of classic undernutrition in Brazil (MONTEIRO, 2003) that food and nutrition insecurity is commonly related to the lack of food access and hunger. However, a disbalance of food intake with the excess of some nutrients in detriment of others – caloric dense food versus nutrient dense food – is also a cause of food and nutrition insecurity. This excess may lead to obesity, but it doesn’t exclude the possibility of micronutrient deficiency. (MAZUR; NAVARRO, 2015).
Adding to a greater risk for food and nutrition security, current literature has addressed how social isolation and loneliness increase the risk of mental disorders, especially if the individual suffers from high levels of Covid-19-specific worry and low distress tolerance (LIU et al., 2020; SANTINI et al., 2020). Thus, in the historical context of a pandemic period, individuals with depression and anxiety become even more vulnerable.

It is estimated that, worldwide, more than 264 million people suffer from depressive disorder (WHO, 2020). The consequences of mental disorders in society are massive: it can influence personal aspects of someone’s life such as the relationships, employment, and financial stability (COSTELLO; FOLEY; ANGOLD, 2006), as well as opportunities lost and lowered quality of life. Individuals are not only struggling with the emotional and functional fights of their illness, but also with the social stigma related to this condition. (RÜSCH; ANGERMEYER; CORRIGAN, 2005).

Mental disorders also influence food behavior and eating patterns. Studies show that consumers with mental disorders tend to be more vulnerable to unhealthy foods and weight gain, especially due to episodes of binge and emotional eating (ALCOFORADO, 2018; WELLMAN et al., 2019). Emotional food consumption is eating in response to negative emotions, such as depressive feelings, and commonly a high level of stress leads to chips, chocolate, cookies (CHAPLIN; SMITH, 2011) and fatty food consumption. (MELO; ALCOFORADO; ARRAES, 2018).

It is widely known the consequences of unhealthy food in human welfare, and recently, chronic disorders were shown to be associated with worsened symptoms of Covid-19 syndrome (JORDAN; ADAB; CHENG, 2020). However, Brazilian Government appears to ignore the nutritional risks of ultra-processed food in people’s lives, given the policies that benefit the food industry in detriment of local farmers (SOUZA; SOARES, 2019), who are responsible to produce fruits and vegetables that people should eat on a daily basis. The consequence is a risk of nutrition insecurity because of incentive
to processed and ultra-processed food production and consumption available in supermarkets.

With marketplaces being commonly the only way to access food in this pandemic situation, people who have depression and anxiety appear to be even more nutritionally vulnerable. Few studies recently explored the ways the marketplace can induce mental illness in consumers’ lives (KOKU; ACQUAYE, 2017), and the ways consumers also use the marketplace as resources to deal with mental illness. (MACHIN et al., 2019).

This panorama shows us it is necessary to amplify the investigation of nutritional impact of social isolation measures on individuals with mental vulnerabilities, such as depression and anxiety. This study sought to explore how people with mental disorders have dealt with the Covid-19 pandemic experience in the context of their eating habits, in order to understand how this portion of the population copes with crisis situations, how the pandemic affects their food access and choices and how these problems can be better addressed by organizations and states in future circumstances. Finally, this paper is also necessary due the incipient research about the intersection of mental disorders and nutrition and food insecurity, mental well-being, and the marketplace.

**Method**

A qualitative approach was applied to provide good opportunities for participants to voice their experiences and expectations during the social isolation period. Considering the exploratory nature and sensitiveness of this study, we were concerned to create a safe place for the participants that would minimize possible discomforts. We selected in-depth interviews as the most appropriate method of data collection. Ethical issues were considered and followed. The semi-structured script was approved by one of the authors, a doctor in Psychology, and the interviews were part of a bigger project led by the International Psychoanalytic University Berlin. The participants were informed about the research objectives and agreed to the consensual term presented at the beginning of each interview.
The Brazilian context was selected due its situation as epicenter of Covid-19 with high rates of contamination (CNN, 2020). Additionally, among developing countries, Brazil also leads the world ranking of depression. WHO report, released in February 2017, with global estimates of depression, pointed out that Brazil is the fifth country with the highest depression index (5.8%), and the country with the highest anxiety rate in the world (9.3%) (WHO, 2017). Therefore, all the participants had the Brazilian nationality and were facing social isolation measures when the interviews were conducted.

Participants were identified by posting an administrator-approved request to a Brazilian Facebook community focused in Depression and via recommendations. The researchers conducted 19 semi-structured in-depth interviews with an average duration of 1 hour and 20 minutes between April 23rd and May 12th, 2020. Respecting the local recommendations regarding the health of the interviewees, all interviews were conducted virtually and, after access granted, recorded.

The final sample of participants consisted of 16 women and 3 men in the 20 – to 44-year age range. All participants were previously diagnosed with a mental disorder (depression and/or anxiety) over a 12-month timeframe. All of them agreed to participate voluntarily. The researchers assured data security and anonymity and different names were created for the participants during the analysis. Concerning the civil state, 11 were single, 06 were married and 02 were divorced. The personal average income varied from 72,28U$ to 1462,24U$, and 02 of the participants declared not having any income at the moment of the interview.

**Data analysis**

Field notes were taken after the application of each interview to identify relevant aspects that appeared in the collected data. Thus, the data was collected and analyzed simultaneously, allowing a continuous approach of comparison and differentiation to be used in the analysis process. Following the end of the last interview, everything
was transcribed, and a Thematic Analysis was applied to obtain the useful information of the textual data (BRAUN; CLARKE, 2006). The remarkable themes that emerged from content analysis denote the main findings that can be seen in Figure 1.

**Figure 1** – Stress factors of the pandemic and their effects in consumers with mental disorders and suggestions for improvement of health and well-being
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Source: Authors (2020).

**Results and discussion**

The results show that social isolation and changes arising from Covid-19 pandemic has made people with mental disorders even more vulnerable, not only in the emotional sphere, but also in their eating and physical habits. According to the literature, the loneliness resulting from social isolation, in quarantine and lockdown situations, has impacted on major episodes of mental disorders, especially in people with low-stress tolerance and major worry concerning the pandemics. (LIU et al., 2020; SANTINI et al., 2020).

Covid-19 pandemic, which affected Brazil intensely, has led to food and nutrition security concerns in individuals with depression and/or anxiety. We identified not only nutritional concerns regarding quality of food, emotional eating, and weight change, but also, there were concerns about providing enough food for the family, which impacted participants with low income.
In this study, it is highlighted that consumers with mental disorders need to be more addressed by public policies and organizations and some propositions will be suggested by the authors in the managerial implications section. The following cases were selected from all the interviews for their capacity to illustrate our main findings.

**Food access**

According to Schneider and Ferrari (2015), characteristics of the place of production (natural conditions, cultural and gastronomic traditions) or the production process (artisanal, traditional) are critical parameters to define the quality of the product, including nutritionally. These characteristics are more prevalent in small food supply chains. However, in our study, local and agroecological fairs, where small producers usually sell their products, were not mentioned by any interviewee. The participants referred to consuming fresh and minimally processed food during conversation, but the access to it was related to supermarkets only. Nevertheless, it seems to be their habit before the pandemic.

Shopping for food through cell phone applications was seen as an opportunity to reduce exposure and, consequently, reduce anxiety and the fear of being contaminated by the coronavirus. Participants referred only to buying from supermarket apps, and buying from small markets through WhatsApp. Investing in digital environments and teleworking are some of the marketing strategies to mitigate economic effects of quarantine (CASTRO et al., 2020). Although many family farmers started sales on online platforms, again, there was no mention of participants buying from them. Improving technological support to local producers may increase their contact with potential clients, and it may induce more equity between big and small producers. Thus, a food and nutrition security net would be strengthened for both producer and consumer.

The participants sensed the rise in some food products, and some related they are very expensive, although the majority weren’t impacted heavily by this fact. However, it is important
to note it added nutritional vulnerability to some, leading to an increase in the consumption of unhealthy foods. Lucia, a 44-year-old mother responsible for her household finances, reports how the increase in food prices by the markets has impacted her budget, which has led her to start consuming less healthy, but more affordable food.

What changed a lot was the matter of food [...] As the costs increased, you arrive at a supermarket, a vegetable that used to cost 2 reais, you buy for 8, so we have changed the way we eat [...] We didn’t have the habit of eating bread and now we’re eating it, because all of that was replaced by protein and vegetables, salad, these things. That’s it, the way we changed, modified the food was this, for financial reasons. (Lucia, 44).

Yet, concerns about having food were identified. Because of the economic crisis in Brazil, which was aggravated by the pandemic, some participants are more worried about food wasting, shopping for food only when there is less food in the pantry. The pandemic worsened financial problems and the fear of unemployment, and this vulnerability showed to affect directly concerns involving food consumption for few interviewees, as we can note in the following citation:

So, I don’t have much choice of what to buy. Our consumption is truly food, my concern is food. Not for me, but for my child. [...] My concern is about food, because I don’t know about tomorrow. I don’t know if it (the pandemic) will pass or not. I don’t know if there is gonna be work or not. Unemployment is there. We don’t live in a country where Governments think. My concern is with food. (Veronica, 35).

In Baker et al. (2020), it is seen that households with children tend to decrease overall spending, increasing spending on groceries more than households without children. It might reflect the need to prioritize basic needs, such as food, in consequence of financial difficulties caused by the uncertainties brought by the economic impacts of the pandemic. Veronica’s concerns are an example of this situation and bring to light the reality of many families struggling with food and nutrition insecurity in this crisis.
Eating habits

Some of the participants related a consumption of a traditional Brazilian plate, with rice, beans, vegetables. Veronica (35), for example, although she said she produced her own fried snacks, she considers it is better than to order it. And when asked about healthy eating, she stated: “Here in my house we eat real food, we don’t eat snacks and so on. [...] I like eating bread; I don’t know if it is healthy. But I like fruits, vegetables, food. I’m not used to junk food, so it is healthy”.

However, almost all the participants have experienced an increase in the consumption of unhealthy foods, such as bread, cake, pasta, sweets, chocolate, among others. When asked what they have been eating the most at the moment, some of the answers were: “now everything is bread, pasta, what I have bought is a lot of pasta because it fills and is what is cheap” (Lucia, 44); “Nutella. I eat almost a kilo of Nutella a week. I get anxious (when) I’m there studying, I start to get anxious, I take Nutella and eat, eat, eat and chocolate and Nutella and chocolate and chocolate and Nutella and chocolate...” (Cris, 31).

Most respondents declared higher consumption of sugary foods, such as chocolate and Nutella, which converges with the findings of Chaplin and Smith (2011), Alcoforado (2018), and Melo, Alcoforado and Arraes (2018). Sarah, 20, said that after the period of social isolation started, she began to add sugar to her daily diet in an unrestricted way; while Julia, 22, said that “there is always an addiction to something” and that recently the addiction has been chocolate, which she has been eating daily.

Carlos, a 23-year-old medicine student reported to be eating excessively fatty food, but he attested not to be concerned about his health at the moment. He said that compensating for the pandemic anxiety with unhealthy foods is a natural process within his disorder. In contrast, Hanna, 26, showed concern about excessive consumption of “junk food”. She said that there are days when she eats too much and days when she eats one package of instant noodles. Hanna reported that her poor diet is associated with emotional vulnerability
due to the uncertainty of Covid-19 pandemic and going to sleep and waking up very late. This finding is congruent with the study by Wu et al. (2019), who identified that short sleep and poor-quality sleep are related to poor diet, leading to higher chances of obesity.

The lack of cooking habit was also said to be a factor to unhealthy eating. Laura, a 27-year-old professor, mentioned she doesn’t like cooking, and some days she “eats cookies the whole day”. Interviewees who had culinary skills or who had someone responsible for it at home happened to have healthier lunches and dinners, even though they used to eat unhealthy snacks. This finding reinforces the recommendations of learning cooking skills to improve healthy eating habits given by the Food Guidelines for the Brazilian Population. (BRAZIL, 2014).

Ordering ready-to-eat food from food apps, such as iFood and UberEats, is known as an alternative for people who don’t cook. Some food establishments adopted takeaway/delivery services to minimize financial impacts of the pandemic social measures (OLIVEIRA; ABRANCHES; LANA, 2020), and there has been a great increase in ordering through food applications since the beginning of the pandemic (BAKER et al., 2020; SOUTHEY, 2020). However, it wasn’t seen in this study. Julia, 22, mentioned that she and her companion stopped ordering from iFood during the pandemic as a way to control house expenses. Also, the fear of buying contaminated food through delivery was referred to be a cause of stop ordering food, although there is a very low risk of Covid-19 contamination caused by food. (WHO, 2020).

Finally, Anne, a 27-year-old doctor, showed to be more vulnerable because she lost an aunt as victim of the coronavirus, in the beginning of the pandemic, and reported increase in alcohol consumption during the quarantine. Alcohol and depression are aspects already extensively related in literature and were also identified in this study. (BELLOS et al., 2016; AOYAMA et al., 2020).
**Binge and emotional eating**

The main reasons for emotional eating were identified by the researchers as emotional instability, provided by uncertainty, fear, loneliness and negative news propagated by the media; in addition to the increase in the price of products at a time when most respondents are experiencing financial difficulties.

John, 29, is a lawyer and was already staying home before the social isolation period, as he was studying for an important exam. He said he feels the need to eat and it doesn’t matter what type of food, but whatever he finds around the house. He explained that in the beginning of the pandemic in Brazil he has been monitoring the news daily, following what every TV article was showing in media, but that it caused him crying spells and anxiety attacks, so by the time of the interview he was avoiding to watch news to control his stress levels and weight gain: “I was already getting out of control. And what I told you, is the issue of anxiety attacks, you know, whenever I have anxiety attacks, I compensate with food. There were some days when I got sick because I was overeating”. (John, 29).

As can be seen in John’s speech, the level of stress has led to binge eating, as well as was investigated by Wellman et al. (2019), where it was concluded that perceived stress and depression mediate binge eating among males. Similarly, Hirschman and Stern (1998) had already pointed out depression as an underlying cause of eating disorders, such as binge eating.

Lucia also claimed to be eating excessively until she felt bad. She registered feeling an “agony” in eating everything to satisfy something that she was unable to explain. Satiation should be the main process that determines when we stop eating (CORNIL, 2017), but in the case of consumers with anxiety attacks, overeating can be a response to negative emotions, such as depressive feelings (VAN STRIEN et al., 2016), camouflaging the feeling of satiation.
Weight change

Depression can lead to changes in weight, both increase and decrease. Overweight women are more likely to experience depressive episodes, while underweight men are more prone to depression (DARIMONT et al., 2020). In this article, we can see how the experience of the pandemic caused anxiety attacks that led to binge and emotional eating, consequently leading to changes in weight, even in a short period of time. During the time of the interviews, participants were in quarantine for approximately one month and they could already report a significant increase or decrease in weight: “We’re isolated, right, just over a month, and in this period […] I had a weight gain of almost 10 kilos. This… scared me a lot, you know? So much so that I had to cut… I had to go back on a diet for that, not to harm me emotionally” (John, 29); “I lost almost 8 kg since the beginning of the quarantine and this is not the normal behavior of my body, I am a person who has a lot of difficulty in losing weight. And especially when it is not a healthy thing, that we know it is purely emotional” (Sarah, 20).

Almost half of the female respondents gained an average of 4kg in the first quarantine month. Sarah was the only female that registered weight loss, while John is the only male that registered weight gain. As a consequence of the change in weight, some participants have experienced a decrease in their self-esteem, in addition to John, that reported being on an extreme diet to try to lose weight, however, without any support from nutritionists or health professionals: “I’m fasting for 20 hours, but if I see that I’m feeling weak, that I’m very weak, I go and break that fast” (John, 29).

General considerations

In this article, it was possible to observe how the Covid-19 pandemic impacted eating habits, increasing nutritional vulnerability of people with mental disorders. Food and nutrition security showed to be at risk given the negative changes in food consumption reported by the participants, who increased frequency of processed and
ultra-processed food ingestion, in addition to reduced physical activity, which led to an increase or decrease in weight.

However, not only food quality was affected. Some participants experienced a more serious risk for food and nutrition security caused by the rise of food price and financial problems during the pandemic. Few interviewees have concerns about having food for all households, and it also impacted food choices, once more caloric-dense foods – which are usually cheaper – were preferred to ensure people would not feel hungry. Thus, it shows that the right to adequate and healthy food should be enforced.

The lack of access to local food producers by the participants with mental disorders should be addressed. Perhaps it happens due to the advantage that supermarkets offer a vaster variety of products, including sugary and fatty food, which are highly searched by depressed and anxious people. But it could also be because there aren’t local and agroecological fairs in their neighborhood, or they are not enough divulged.

This study found that people with depression or high levels of anxiety have characteristics inherent to the disease that are aggravated in times of crisis, uncertainty and loneliness, as in the pandemic of Covid-19. Although most of the research participants were medicated and with the disease under control, the pandemic served as a trigger activating vulnerabilities, such as feelings of pessimism, preoccupation, social withdrawal, and others (see BECK et al., 1961) that make this part of society more susceptible to negative changes in eating habits.

The authors believe that both the state and the market have the role of turning to vulnerable people, in order not to instigate behaviors that are harmful to their health, aiming at increasing the well-being of depressed and anxious individuals. Some propositions suggested in this article will be described below.
Managerial Implications

Initially, it is important to highlight the lack of a coping plan by the Brazilian Government to combat the coronavirus and to manage its social and economic impacts, including in the right to adequate and healthy food. This lack caused a misadministration of the health situation in Brazil, and aggravated the economic crisis it already existed in. Thus, it is essential to demand that the Federal Government applies a coping plan to address health and social problems caused by management errors. Some organizations have already suggested plans, such as the document launched by Frente pela Vida in July (FRENTE PELA VIDA, 2020). Now social pressure is important so the proposals can be put into action.

Given the nutritional vulnerability shown in individuals with depression and anxiety, the authors suggest a wide campaign for food and nutrition education, based on the Food Guideline for Brazilian Population (BRAZIL, 2014), in addition to the propagation of advertising pieces that encourage the consumption of healthy foods and lower consumption of alcoholic beverages. Also, they strongly support policies to fortify small food supply chains, strengthening the production from local producers and family farms, as well as policies and strategies to improve access to local and agroecological fairs.

In addition, the state can police the change in prices of products in times of pandemic, so as not to allow an exaggerated increase in essential health goods. In Brazil, for example, to collect donations for the purchase of food and hygiene products in pandemic period, there have been several live-stream concerts, however, most of the funders of the shows are drink companies with high alcohol content and such event serves as an alert for family members of people with mental disorders, as it can encourage the consumption of items harmful to health.

It is also suggested to encourage the search for physical activity videos online. It was observed in this research that none of the participants continued to exercise at home during the quarantine period.
Even individuals who were physically active left physical exercises aside. Thus, by encouraging the practice of physical exercises in government advertising campaigns, in addition to campaigns that could be promoted on the social networks of world-renowned brands, people with depression and anxiety could improve their well-being and mental health.

Furthermore, it is important to highlight the role of the media in spreading messages that can cause anxiety, depressive episodes and panic attacks in individuals with mental disorders. Almost all of the participants in this project are trying not to watch any more news because they have experienced anxiety issues, in addition to not being able to sleep after realizing how the situation of Covid-19 was on a global level. Thus, psychological and psychiatric online support is a measure of extreme need in times of pandemic and could be offered by the state or third sector organizations.

Finally, as the pandemic continues, social connection should be maintained to avoid loneliness in quarantine or lockdown situations. Individuals with mental disorders are strongly triggered by social isolation and intervention efforts should be made by family members and friends to prevent the development of depressive episodes.

**Directions for future research**

The authors of this paper are aligned with Holmes et al (2020, p. 547) when stating that “there is an urgent need for research to address how mental health consequences for vulnerable groups can be mitigated under pandemic conditions, and on the impact of repeated media consumption and health messaging around Covid-19”. It is necessary to investigate which food consumption characteristics are inherent to such a portion of the population and how the marketplace and organizations can turn to it.

Some suggestions for studies are: how mental disorders affect eating behaviour in times of pandemic, how times of crisis impact body image of vulnerable people and how the state can act to promote innovative solutions that address food and nutrition security in individuals with depression and anxiety. In addition, experimental
studies can assess how media consumption impacts the eating habits of individuals with mental disorders, during and after the pandemic of Covid-19.

The present article ends with the speech of an interviewee, which demonstrates how important it is to give a voice to more vulnerable people, especially in times of pandemic and uncertainty:

As this research is about depression, mainly I would highlight that this change in my habits, it was 101% emotional. When the cases started to happen closer to me, I started to feel more what was happening. Before, I was isolated as a precaution, I was at home, because I didn’t want to catch the virus, but then my family started having cases, my friends, cases started to appear, so this changed my perception a lot... and the fact that you are at home, unable to go to the hospital, without having a companion there for the person you love, without having any news, it has destroyed my emotional and because of that I can’t eat properly, I can’t exercise, I can’t concentrate properly at work. (Sarah, 20).
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